
English (US)



Andre Marie Ampere is a French scientist from the 19th
century.
He is known for his numerous discoveries in electricity
revealing the voltage and the current. He is the one who
defined the convention for the direction of an electric
current.
While analysing the Danish scientist Oersted’s
experiment, he comprehended the phenomenon and
defined the first electrodynamic laws. In Oersted’s
experiment, when a current was passed through a wire,
the needle of a compass placed nearby would turn.



The “Ampere man”

Andre Marie Ampere shows that a magnetic field
produced by electricity acts on conductive materials.
He imagines a man laying down on a conductive wire,
with the current direction passing from his head to his
feet and facing the magnetic field. His extended left arm
then indicates the direction of the force.

Ampère proves the equivalence between electric
currents and magnets. He attributes the magnetic
phenomena to the flow of current in a matter. The Earth
is also a magnet. In that case, the rule of the Ampere
man allows us to find the direction of electric currents in
the ground.



What is electric current?



Electricity is a natural phenomenon (such as lightning or
static electricity) that man has learned to control and
generate. All matter is made of tiny atoms. An atom is
made up of a nucleus around which electrons orbit. In
metal, the movement of electrons generates the electric
current.

The battery was created by Alessandro Volta, an Italian
scientist who lived at the same time as Andre Marie
Ampere. Volta had the idea of stacking discs of zinc,
copper, and cloth or felt soaked in salt water. The salt
water, or brine, facilitates the movement of ions
between the metal discs. Thanks to this discovery, it
became possible to produce electricity.



Ampere used several batteries to carry out his
experiments. Volta’s discovery was so important that the
unit of electricity, voltage, was named after him: the Volt.
Likewise, the unit of electrical intensity is called Ampere.

Alkaline or saline battery:

Saline batteries use salts to generate electricity, while
alkaline batteries use an alkali metal such as lithium or
sodium. For both batteries, chemical energy is converted
into electrical energy.

Any kind of battery you use,
don’t forget to recycle them!



Game n°1

Find out which scientist is hiding in this code

An Ampere is the unit which measures the strength of
electric current. It indicates how much electricity is
carried through a section of a wire per unit of time. The
electrons flow from negative to positive. By convention,
the direction of the current is still the one defined by
Ampere before the discovery of the electrons.

one ampere, 2 amperes, 3 amperes…



Is it static electricity or charge carriers in motion?

Electricity is said to be static when it results from the
accumulation of an electrical charge on an object (a
plastic object, a balloon, a woollen sweater, or hair). It is
the rebalancing of the charge that produces the tingling
sensation when you touch this object. More commonly,
electricity refers to the result of an electric current
passing through a conductor.

Conductors or insulators

Some materials such as glass, wood, and plastic do not
allow the passage of electric current; they are said to be
insulating. Others, like metals, (iron, copper, or gold) or,
to a lesser extent, water are conductive. Electricity
passes through them as if it were being conducted.



Game n°2
 
Find the intruder who slipped into the table

We want to allow the passage of electric current in order
to activate the electromagnet and lift the car. Propose a
path allowing the passage of the electric current
assuming that it is necessary to alternate the + and the -.



Game n°3 
 

Make an electrical circuit



A lamp is connected to a battery by two wires. One of
the wires is interrupted. André-Marie Ampère cannot
light the lamp. What do you think are the conductive
objects he could use?

Do not try to use these items on your own.

1. An iron screw
2. A cork plug
3. A stone
4. A glass
5. A silver spoon
6. A gold ring
7. A Wet cloth

Alternating or direct current

For direct current, electrons always flow in the same
direction, such as in a battery. For alternating current,
the electrons alternate directions. In our homes, we use
alternating current, which has to pass through a
transformer before it can be used.



Where does the electricity come from?



Electricity, jobs of the future:

Lighting, heating, medical devices, public transport, TGV,
tablets, phones, computers, coffee makers, microwaves,
refrigerators ... and soon cars, our entire modern world
is based on devices that run on electricity. Without it, no
more society! It is therefore essential that more and
more young people know and choose varied and
innovative jobs in these different fields. From production
to use, including transport and distribution, there are
many professional opportunities.

Where does the electricity come from?

Electricity is produced by thermal power stations using
coal, oil, or gas or by using nuclear power stations. These
production methods are being questioned more and
more because of their impact on the environment!
However, electricity can also be generated from wind,
hydroelectric (water retained by dams), geothermal
(heat from the earth), or solar origin. It is transported
from the production plants to your home by power lines.



Electric energy, let's save it!



I behave as a good citizen:

Check the boxes with the correct answers:
• I turn on the light even when it's daylight
• I unplug devices that I am not using
• I avoid leaving devices on standby
• I prefer low-consumption light bulbs to other lighting
options

Games Solution :
 

N°3 : An iron screw, a silver spoon, a gold ring and a wet
cloth are conductive



Thanks :
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